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ABSTRACT 
In a pulse tube cryocooler, the gas in the pulse tube can be thought of as an insulating piston. 

transmitting pressure and velocity from the cold heat exchanger to the hot end of the pulse tube. 
Unfortunately, convective hear transfer can carry heat from the hot end to the cold end and 
reduce the net coolin_e power. Here, we discuss one driver of such convection: steady acoustic 
s t r e d n g  as generucd by interactions between the boundary and the oscillating pressure. 
velocity, and temperature. 

Using a percurbation method, we have derived an analytical expression for the streaming 
in a tapered pulse tube with axially varying mean remperature in the acoustic boundary layer 
limit. Our calculations showed that thc streaming depends strongly on the taper angle, the ratio of 
velocity and prcssure amplitudes, and the phase berwcen the velocity and pressure, but it depends 
only weakly on the mean temperature profiie and is independent of the overall oscillatory 
mplitudc. With the appropriate tapering of the tube. streaming can be eliminated for a particular 
operating condition. Experimentally. we have demonstrated that an orifice pulse tube cryocoolcr 
with the calculated zero-streaming taper has more cooling power than one with either a 
cylindrical tube or a tapered pulse rube with twice the optimum taper angle. 

INTRODUCTION 
In a simplified view of the operation of thc orifice pulse tube refrigerator,' thc gas in the 

pulse tube acts as a Iong (and slightly compressible) piston, transmitting pressure and veIocity 
oscillations from the cold heat exchanger to the orifice at higher temperature. The gas in the 
pulse tube must thermdly insulate the cold heat exchanger from higher temperatures. 
Unfortunately, convective heat vansfer within the pulse tube can carry heat from the hot heat 
exchanger TO. the cold heat exchanger and thereby reduce the net cooling power Such convection 
can he steady or oscillatory. and has causes as mundane as gravity or as subtle as jetting due to 
inadequate flow straightening ar either end of the pulse tube. 
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Herc, we corisjder convection driven by streaming. In ~ h c  acousrics literature, streaming' 
dcnores sttiicly convcction which is driven by oscillatory phenomena. In the context of the pulsc 
tube. this driving can occur in the oscillatory boundary layer at the side wall of the pulse tube: in 
this layer, both viscous and thermal phenomena art imponant. 

Lee et aL3 first suggested that taperin3 a pulse tube sliphrly, as illustrared in  Figure 1, might 
suppress such streaming-driven convection. A general mcthod for calculating bound,uy-hyet 
streaming was published by Rott' for the case of axidly varying wall temperature. with scaiiding 
wave phasing between pressure and velocity and with constsnt tube cross-sectional area. 
However, standing wave phasing is a poor assumption for the pulse tube in an orifice pulse tube 
refrigerator. because significant acoustic power flows along the pulse tube. We recently 
published' a more general mcthod for calculating strc&n,o, following Rott's approach but 
incorporating variable cross secrion and arbitraty phase between pressure and velocity. This 
mcthod yielded a prediction for the taper an@e that suppresses streaming. We also presented 
mcasurements confirming these calculations. 

Hex, we briefly summarize our prtviousIy work in order to bring it IO the attention of a 
wider audience, and we elaborate on some aspects. 

SUMMARY OF OUR PREVIOUS WORK 
W e  restricted attention to ideal gases, so [hat p=p 7 and p a2=y p ,  where p is the pressure, 

p is the density, R, is the gas constant, T is the temperature, N is the sound speed. and y is the 
rario of specific heats. The coordinates uscd are shown in Figure 1. The relevant variables were 
expanded to second order; for example: 

P ( X J >  = P, + Re[p,(x)e'"] + P l . O ( X )  ( 3 )  
where u is the axial component of the velocity, x is the axial position, j is the lateral distance 

-n Corn p I iance 

Hot hear exchanger- 

Pulse Tube 

Flow straightener 

Q 
Figure 1 Schematic 
representation of pulse 
tube rcfrigerator with 
tapered pulse tube. The 
coordinate system used for 
the equations is shown. 
The angle of the conical 
pulse rube has been grearly 

I I exaggerated . 
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from the wall. r is the time, GI is the angular frcquency of the oscillarions, and Ke(t] denotcs the 
rcal part of z. The lateral component of velocity v has the same form as u; the dynamic viscosity 
p and the density p have the same form as 7. 

In this notation, the variables with subscript “tn” are steady-state mean values, without time 
dependences; thcsc rcpresnt the values the variables would have if rhcre were no oscillating 
pressure or velocity. The mean temperature profilc T,,,(x) is assunlcd to be known. and leads to 
the x dependences of pn, and p,,,. W c  onlit thc subscript “m” on cons[mt proprties (such as y) 
and on variables for which terms of order higher than mcm are unimportant in rhis work (such 
as a). 

The subscript 1 indicates the first-order part of each variable, which accounts for oscillation 
at angular frequency a. The firstarder variables arc complex quantities, having both magnitude 
and phase to account for their amplitudes artd time phasing. The oscillating pressure pi  and the 
lateral spatial average (u,)  of the oscillating axial velocity uf are assumed to be known, as they 
arc experimentally accessible through measurements of oscillating pressure in the pulse tube and 
mass flow through the orifice. Expressions for the othcr oscillating variables (tcmperamc, 
density, etc.) in terms of p /  and (u,)  are well known.4p6 The tube radius is assumed co be much 
larger than the boundary layer thickness. Surprisingly, the oscillatory part of the viscosity cannot 
be nqlecrcd; we assume it to be independent of pressure and to dcpend on the oscillatory 
tempemure via the temperature dependcnce of the viscosity, which takes the form 

Second-order, time-independent parts of variables are indicated by the subscript “Z*O’. This 
includes the axial mass flux dcnsity h 2 . 0 ( x , r )  which is of greatest interest here. With this 
notarion, the s~rcarning mass flux density just outside the boundary layer is given by 

P(I) = h ( T  T o y .  

where 8 is the phase angle by which (u,) leads p i  , and LT is the Prandtl number. This mass flux 
(which is outside the boundary layer but still effectively “af” the wall compared to R), acts Iike a 
forced slip boundary condition. driving the streaming profile shown in Figure 2a. This streaming 
profile away from the wall is then given by ~ i z ~ . ~ ( r )  = h,,w(2r2 / R2 - l), where r is the radial 
coordinatc in rhe pulse tube. (To display the boundary-layer behavior clearly, the Figure docs 
not have R >> s,, * and hence the maximum of hzzq0 fdls slightly short of hzSw in thc Figure. 
However, our calculations are only valid for R >> 6, , when the maximum of fjf2.g z riz2,* .) 

Setting Eq. (4) equd to zero, we find that streaming is eliminated in a tapered pulse tube if 

dl, / &  

Tal 
(0.75 cos 8 + 0.64 sin 8 ) - 0.0058 
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In Eq. (6 ) .  wc have used numerical values for low-tcInpertlturc: heljutn gas: y=  513, Q= 0.69, 
and b = 0.68. Note chat for cz conical tube, l/A W d x  = -2 t n n ( w )  / R, where 4 is the raper angle 
(see Figure 1) and R is the pulse tube radius. For this vdue of d4/a'x. rhc parabolic pcvr of the 
velocity profile shown in Figure 2ri is eliminated; the only nonzero streimling occurs at distances 
from thc wall comparable to the penetration depths. as shown in Figure 2b. 

1 
I 
I 

I 
--+r t- 6, 

I 
I 
i 
I 

s I 
.E" 0 I L I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Oscillatory motion Oscillatory motion 

Qt Net drift 

-6, c_+ 

Figure 2 (a) The net drift near the wall. illustrated in (c) and (d), affects the entire pulsc tube. 
causing an offsct parabolic velocity profile which leads to a srcond-order mass flux density For 

the signs chosen here for illustntion, the gas moving downward in the center of the pulse tub i s  hotter 
than the gas moving upward around it. so that hear is carried dawnward. The coordinate r measures the 
disronce from the center of the pulse tube. of radius R. The calculations here are for R >> 8,. but. for 
clarity, 8, is exaggerated in the figure. (b) Maw flux density for the case where the streaming is 
suppressed by tapering the tube. Although there is still some streaming near the wall atid a 
correspondingly small offset flux in the rest of rhe tube, they carry negligible heat. (c) Illustration of net 
drift caused by one process within a penetration depth &of the pulse mbe wall. A parcel of gas is shown 
in three consecutive positions. Here we imagine that the icmpenture dependence of the viscosity is the 
only imporrant effect. and assume that the temptrarurt i s  lower during upward motion than during 
downward motion. (d) Illustration of net drift causcd by A different process, as discussed in rhe text. 
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To verify Eq. (6), we tcsted an orificc pulse tube refrigeraror with rhree pulse tubes: a right- 
circular cylinder, a rruncaicd cone with rhc optimum angle derermined by Eq. (6) ,  and a second 
cone with roughly twice the optimum anglc. The double-an@e cone should induct thc same 
amount of streaming as the cylindrical pulsc tube, but in the opposite direction. and so should 
exhibit roughly the srtnic performance as the cylindrical pulse tube. 

The pulse cube refrigerator, shown schematically in Figure 1,  was filled with 3.1 MPa helium 
and drivcn at 100 Hz, The optimum-angle cone pulse tubc (see below) had B total included angle + of 0.049 rad = 2.8", with the cold end larger than the hot end. This is a small enough angle that 
it is barely discernible by eye. The double-angle pulse tube had an angle of 0.103 rad. In both 
cases, the internal diameIer at each end was calculated in order LO make the volume of the pulse 
tube the same as in the cylindrical case. 

The results of our measurements are shown in Figure 3. The data corresponding to the 
cylindrical pulse tube are represented by the circles, while those of the optimum-angle conicd 
pulse tube arc shown as tri,mgIes and those of the double-angle cone ilc. squaes. For a11 
measured values of applied hear, the temperature corresponding to the optimum cone pulse tube 
was at least 5 K colder than the temperatures with tither thc cylindrical or the doubleangle pulse 
tubes, jndicating that the optimum cone performed significantly better than the other pulse tubes. 
From an alternative point of view, it appears that the streamingdriven convective hear load on 
the cold heat exchanger was 3-5 W greater with the cylindrical and double-angle pulse tubes 
than with the optimally tapcred pulse tube. 

DISCUSSION 
The complexity of Eqs. (4) and (5 )  is due to many nonlinear interactions among oscilIatory 

pressure, velocity, and cemperiture in the fundamental equations of hydrodynamics and heat 
transfer. One such interaction is easily imagined and is illustrated in Figure 2c. Consider a small 
parcel of gas oscillating up and down dong the wdl: at a distance from the wall of the order of 

Figure 3 Expcrimtntal resulrs, showing cooling powcr as a fiinction of the cold temperaturc for 
three different pulse tubes with equal volutnes and lengths. Thc conical pulse rube (rriangles). designed 
according to Eq. (13). had more cooling power than either a cylindrical one (circles). or one with twice 
the optimum cone angle (squares). Thc lines are only guides to the eye. 
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the relevant boundary layer: the viscous penetration depth 8" = J2p / U p .  On average. the gas 
ktween the pace1 and wall will have a different tempcrature during the parcci's upwud motion 
than during its downward motion, due to imperfect thermal contact with the wall's tcnlperature 
gradient and to the adiabatic temperature oscillations with time phasing betwccn oscillatory 
lnotion and oscillatory pressurc. Since the viscosity depends on temperature, the moving parcel 
will experience a different amount of viscous drag during its upward motion than during its 
downward motion, and hence will undergo a different displacement during its upward motion 
than during its downward motion. After a full cycle, the parcel docs not return to its starring 
p in t ;  it experiences a small net drift, This process is representcd by terms proportiond to thc 
product of h, TI, and ul in our scartins nonlinear equations, and is responsible for the presence of 
b in Eqs. (4) and (5).  

Such drifting gas close to the wall hac a profound effect on the entire pulse tube. because it 
drags gas farther from the wall along with it. For sufficiently slow streaming, and with pulse 
tube radius much Iargcr than the penetration depth, the resulting velocity profiIe is essentially 
parabolic. a.. shown in Figure 2a, with thc gas velocity near the wall equal to the drift velocity 
just outside the penetration depths. and the velocity in the center of the pulse tube dctcrminzd by 
the requirement that the net inass flux along the tube must be zero. In turn. this parabolic 
screaming profile convects heat along the pulse tube. 

The cffect of a taper on strcamjng can also be imagined. with reference to Figure 2d. In 
general, 3 gas parcel close to the wall will be farther from the wd1 during, say. its upward motion 
than during i r s  downward motion. due to, for exampie, the compressiblity of the gas in the 
boundary layer and h e  phasing betwecn oscillatory motion and pressure. Hence, again the 
moving parcel wiil experience a diffcrent amount of viscous drag during its upward motion than 
during it.. downward motion, and so the parcel will again fail to return to its starting point after a 
full cycle. This effect is represented in our starting equations by terms proportional to the product 
of M I  and V I .  However, the boundary-layer continuity equation couples v1 and dul/dx, white the y- 
averaged continuity equation ioA(p , )  + d(pm Au,)  / dx = 0 couples duI/dx to dA/dr. Hence h e  
process shown in Figure 2d is controlled in parr by the taper dNdx. 

Including all such second-order streaming effects in our calculations allowed us to determine 
the conditions under which they all add to zero, represented by Eq. (5) .  

Note that all the variables in the right hand side of Eq. (5) or (6) should be known during the 
design of a pulse tube refrigerator and are experimenralIy accessible. The most challenging of 
these variables are the velocity (u,) and phase difference 8, bur these can be calculated from other 
known or measured quantities: The pressure amplitude and phase in the compliance. its volume. 
and the adiabatic comprssibility of the gas yield the volumetric velocity and phase of the gas 
entering the compliance, which is essentially that at the hot end of the pulse tube. The volumetric 
velocity and its phase at other x in thc pulse tube can then be estimated from its geometry and the 
adiabatic compressibility of the gas. 

We gencrally use these methods to calculate the magnitudes and relalive phases of p i  and 
(UI) at both ends and in the middle of the pulse tube. substituting these values into Eq. (6) to 
determine the optimum dNnx at the ends and in thc middle of the pulse tube. In all cases we have 
considered to date, the values have been such that a simple cone is a reasonable approximation to 
the ideal shape. making more difficult fabrication unnecessary. 

The fact that streaming in a pulse tube can be suppressed so simply and conveniently is thc 
result of a remarkable series of fortunate coincidences. First, rherc was no a priori guarantee that 
tapering the pulse tube would have a laqe cnough effect on streaming to cancel streaming's other 
causes. Second, it might have tuned out that rather large taper angles (say, greater than 10 or 20 
dcgrccs) were required; in rhis ca.e. flow separarion of the high-Reynolds-number first-order 
velocity from the pulse tube wall would have invalidated the entire laminar, boundary-layer 
approach. Third, it is fortunate that most pulse tubes operate in the "weakly turbulent" regime of 
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oscillatory flow, and with tu& surfixe roughnesses much sinal ler than the boundary-layer 
thicknesscs. so that larninar analysis is adequate in the boundary layer. 

Founh, the perturbation expansion upon which this calculation is based is only valid for zero 
or exrrernely weak streaming-the V e r y  siruation we are most interested in. This point is subtle. 
Strong streaming (but nevertheless with streaming velocity small compared tu the oscillatory 
velocity) distorts the axial temperature profile of the pulse tube significantly. contradicting our 
fundamental assumption t%hat thc Iime-avcraged temperature. density, ctc in the boundary layer 
arc well approximatred by their zero-oscillation values Tnnr(x), &(XI etc. This fundamental 
assumption requires that the streaming bc so weak that the temperature profile in rhc pulse tube is 
unperturbed by the streaming-or, equivalently, that the streaming is so weak that it carries 
negligible hcat ! Hence, the calculation self-consistently predicts the conditions of zero 
streaming, but it cannot be used to accurately predict the magnitude of strong streaming. 

Fifth, there are numerous othcr fourth-order energy flux terms in addition to T j t 2 , , ~ , , ~ . ~  
which would in principie have to be considered to obtain a formally correct fourth-order result. 
Fortunately. the oniy other large turn,  ~ . _ . ~ c , ,  Rc[T,(G!)]. is zero at the same taper angle that 

makes u2.0 zero, while the remaining terms, such as those involving products of first and third 
order quantities, are sinal1 for all angles. Hcnce. the suppression of u2.0 is sufficient to suppress 
streaming heat transport. 

Sixth, as a practical matter, it is cxtrernely convenient that the srreaming-suppression taper 
is independent of oscillatory amplitude. Seventh. it is also convenient h a t  the streaming- 
suppression taper is only weakly dependent on temperature gradient, so that streaming is 
supprcssed over a broad range of Tc.old and of TI,<,,. Finally, at least in our expcrience so far, a 
simple conical section is an adequate approximation to the ideal streaming-suppression taper 
shape A(x). 
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